
Thailand Board of Investment Revises Investment Promotion Measures 

for Agricultural Platforms 

The Board of investment of Thailand (BOI) announced that it had revised investment promotion 

measures for agricultural sector and new business establishment including digital trading center for 

agricultural products and industrial estate for food and agro industry promotion. BOI will also review 

and improve benefits and conditions for herbal products in order to drive Thailand towards the Bio Hub. 

Digital trading center for agricultural products is the new business platform employing modern 

technology to upraise efficacy of agricultural sector so it can accommodate the industry demand. The 

center must own a platform for serving farmers and entrepreneurs and promoting a system for a follow-

up and quality control improvement. All agricultural products must sale and trade in the channel of 

B2B (Business-to-Business) only.   

Industrial estate for food and agro industry promotion is another type of platform approved by BOI 

with functions to help establishments in food and agro industry; to provide service supports in science 

and technology issues; and to conduct human resource training and development. The industrial estate 

will increase the competitiveness of local agricultural products by linking farmers, entrepreneurs and 

academic institutes through the use of its own facilities including laboratory, institute for training or 

advancing food and agricultural knowledge and proper basic infrastructure. The industrial estate must 

have the total area or territory of 200 rai or approximately 79 acres at the minimum and must locate 

out of Bangkok and Samut Prakan province. 

High technology will receive more incentives. Both business platforms as above-mentioned will enjoy 

the benefit of a 5-year-corporate income tax exemption. This condition and benefit is extended over 

herbal production and business including medicine, dietary supplement, medical cosmetics and other 

products thereof such as soap, shampoo toothpaste and cosmetics. A maximum of 8-year-corporate 

income tax exemption will be granted to the businesses acquiring advanced extraction technology. 

Furthermore, businesses that their herbal products are developed on the ground of academic 

institutions or public agencies’ research studies will receive an extra year extension for corporate income 

tax exemption. 

 BOI policy supporting Thai herbal in regional and global markets is initiated to accommodate a 

high growth of herbal markets in the next 10 year, as speculated. Therefore, it is with the hope that this 

revision of business types will create a knowledge development and increase the use of modern 

technology leading to further commercialization of Thai herbs with safety, quality and standard 

recognition and ultimately uplift the country competitiveness.  
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